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Incorporating good programs into the
larger laboratory context
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The Scheduled Measurement System (SMS) is a collection of related programs for administer
ing performance and rating tasks to human subjects. It was designed to provide a common task
scheduling and data management environment for a diversity of measures. SMS has greatly
reduced the effort required to analyze and archive data after experiments, but it has been less
successful in reducing some of the effort required to implement experiments. While program
ming is not difficult, documentation and user training remain the most primitive parts of the
system.

About 18 months ago I wrote a paper entitled "When
do professional psychologists needprofessional program
mers' tools?" (Kaplan, 1985). In that paper, I discussed
the Scheduled Measurement System (SMS), a collection
of related programs for human performance testing,
describing the various modules of the collection and the
program development environment in which they were
created. I stillbelievethat the development toolsof SMS
work well, but recently I have begun to recognize what
does not work so well in SMS. In this paper, I want to
discussSMS, showhowits design facilitates programde
velopmentand maintenance, and share my understand
ing of whythat kindof facilitation is not sufficient. I will
conclude by suggesting that"programming" is toolimited
a conceptto describewhatoughtto happen whenwe im
plement computer-controlled experiments.

To understand the successes and failures of SMS, it is
helpful to review the stages of computer-controlled ex
periments large enough to require collaboration among
fiveor six individuals: The implementation stage includes
selection of independent manipulations and dependent
measures,designof the assignment of treatments to sub
jects, regulatory approval, creation or modification of
software, documentation of procedures, training of staff,
and running of pilot tests for staff practice. The execu
tion stage includes subjectrecruitment and qualification,
subjecttraining, administration of treatments, collection
of data, editingof data as necessary, backing up of files,
and production of suchdailyreports as are consistent with
blinding of staffto experimental conditions. The analysis
stage includes reprinting of reports withexperimental con
ditionsidentified, production of summary descriptive and
inferential statistics, archiving of dataandof theprograms
used to produce them, and writing of reports.

Theauthor's mailing addressis: ComputerServicesDepartment, Ad
dictionResearch Foundation, 33Russell St., Toronto,OntarioM5S 2S1,
Canada.

AN OVERVIEW OF SMS

SMS is a computerized datacollection andmanagement
system for studies in behavioral toxicology, that is, the
effectsof drugs on humanattitudes, physiological signs,
and performance. For many of the drugs investigated
at the Addiction Research Foundation, the changes are
measurable over the course of hours (as drugs are ab
sorbedinto and clearedfromthe bloodstream), although
the experiments themselves may last for days or weeks.
At scheduled times duringtheday, a batteryof nonsimul
taneous measures is performed in a specified sequence,
and the results are recorded on the computer. Measures
of interest to us include heart rate, blood pressure, esti
mated blood alcohol concentration (as measured in
breath), actual concentration of alcohol and other drugs
in the blood, manual tracking, recall memory, hand
tremor, postural stability, spectralanalysis of spontane
ous electroencephalogram (EEG), endogenous evoked
potentials, and various self-rating tasks. The data can
come either directly from sensors or from the subjects'
or experimenters' responses to computer-presented ques
tions. The computer can simultaneously manage the data
for up to four subjects' overlapping test schedules,
although onlyonesubject's datais actually being collected
at any instant.

DATA MANAGEMENT IN SMS

Several factors contributed to the designof SMS. One
major factor was a history of unsuccessful management
of the data of previous studies. There was a recurring
problem of data's being collected, stored, and then re
trieved only with great difficulty becauseof the lack of
proper documentation or, when the documentation was
complete, because of the idiosyncratic organization of the
data. In the area of non-real-time studies (generally ques
tionnaires about drug history and the current effective
ness of therapy), we were solving the data management
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problem by developing an integrated system for editing
data, updating files, and producing audittrailsof the edits
and updates. At the time SMS was being designed, this
data management package was beingenhanced to include
automated generation of data dictionaries and of proof
reading and updating programs derived from those dic
tionaries. SMS was designed to be compatible with the
formatsof these data management tools, not becausethe
standards wereespecially efficient,but primarily because
the standards werein existence. Among othervirtues, this
compatibility wouldallowfor the eventual integration of
SMS-collected real-time datawithlong-term questionnaire
data, should any studies require such integration.

All measuresrunningunder SMSincorporatedata dic
tionary information as part of their executable code. In
order to store data, an SMS measure first defines the
name, range, number of alphanumeric characters or
decimal digits, and precision of each item to be stored,
and then makes use of system-level routines to format,
store, and retrieve data records. All of SMS is written
in TurboPascal (Borland International, 1985). Let us con
sider some of the code that would be used to present a
5-responsemultiple-choice rating scale. We can then see
how the data definitions propagate through SMS:

{Specify the question and the answers}
const nreplies= 5;
const qtext: string[40]=

'How tired are you at the moment?';
const replies: array[l .. nreplies] of

array[l .. 12] of char=
(' INot at all ','2A bit "
'3Somewhat " '4Quite a bit',
'5Very much ');

{... other intervening code ... }

{Add the question to the data dictionary}
defineoutput(l2 {definition serial number},

'TIRED' ,qtext,integertype,
1 {replicate},
I,O,{digits and decimal places}
l,nreplies {valid response range});

defmereport(alwaysprint,
{graph with} fixedscale);

defmelabels(nreplies,
11 {characters per label},
replies);

The first blockof codedefines text stringsfor the ques
tionand the possible answers; the secondblockusesthose
text strings to create some data dictionaryentries. Later
in the program, the same text stringsare used to actually
presentthequestion and possible replies on thevideomon
itor. If the subject reports making an error in answering
a question, the experimenter conducting the session can
edit the response array at the end of the day; the question
text is redisplayed as part of an editing screen, and the
range of valid responses is used to control the editing
process. The short questionname "TIRED" is repeated
in the row names ofdatatables and in the legend of graphs
on theend-of-day printout, wheretheordinate is the range
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of validreplies. At the end of the experiment, SMSwrites
SPSS-X code in which "TIRED" becomes a variable
name, the complete question becomes a variable label,
andthepossible replies become valuelabels. Both thedata
records and the SPSS-X program are then transmitted to
a VAX for statistical analysis.

Pascalprovidesa mechanism for constants (suchas the
numberof answers per question) to be expressed by name
rather than by valueas they recur in the program source.
This reduces the amountof work necessary to revise the
program ifa change is made, suchasusinga 7-point rather
than5-pointratingscale. In SMS, sucha changenot only
propagates easilythrough the programthatpresents ques
tions and collects replies, it also propagatesthrough the
toolsdependent uponthedatadictionary: the printedcopy
of the data dictionary, the editing procedure, the daily
printouts, and the SPSS-X program. In summary, SMS
providesa set of tools in whichdecisions aboutdata item
names, ranges, and storage need be specified by the
programmer only once; after that, the same decisions
reappear in differentcontexts. In the experiment, the ef
ficiencies so providedare dividedbetweenthe execution
(editing anddailyindividual-subject reports) and the anal
ysis (final individual-subject reports and statistical
analysis).

MEASURE DEVELOPMENT IN SMS

SMS is structuredas a resident set of commonly used
sharedutilities and a setof overlay areas.At anyone time,
no morethan56Kof SMSand itsoverlays are in thecom
puter's memory, although a typical experiment's total
code mightoccupyaround 300Kof disk storage. The re
mainderof the computer's memory is used for the oper
ating system(PC-DOS), for control and character-shape
tables, for the Turbo Pascal run-time library, for data
areas (including large waveformbuffers for EEG work),
and occasionally for separatelycompiled FFf routines.

An overlay is simplyprogram code that gets read into
memorywhenit is neededand overwrittenby othercode
whenit is no longerneeded. Overlayswere originally de
velopedfor computerswith very limitedmemory. It was
more efficientto reloadpart of memory with a new pro
gram than to write intermediate results to disk or tape,
reload all of memory with a new program, and resume
processing the intermediate results. Theideaof using such
overlays in the psychology laboratory goes back at least
as far as Creelman's first PSYCLE system (Creelman,
1971), running in 4K of 12-bitmemory on a paper-tape
based, 1967-vintage PDP-8/S. With memory prices
rapidly declining, why should overlays be used today?

One reason to use overlays is to reduce program de
velopment time. According to the Turbo Pascalreference
manual, all of the alternate overlays that might occupy
the same memoryarea must becompiledas consecutive
procedures or functions of the same baseprogram. Were
this in fact the case, then the entire body of SMS code
would needto berecompiled whenever anypartof it were
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changed. In fact, because TurboPascal is a one-pass com
piler, all of the references froman overlayto codeor data
outsideof itself refer to addresses that are alreadyknown
before the overlay is encountered in the source code.
Therefore, it is possible to divide SMS into a set of
separateprograms, eachof which substitutes dummy code
for the preceding overlays and for the following un
resolved forward references. Once that is done, a fairly
simple routine to modifythe overlay loading processal
lows separatelycompiled overlaysto be loadedas if they
were compiled as part of the base program.

In SMS,thebaseprogramconsists of shared subroutines
to handlecommontasks, suchas formatting data, validat
ing keyboard entry, reading the lightpenposition, access
ing diskfiles, andpresenting menus. Allof theotherSMS
routines fall into one of three classes: those that handle
analogdevices, thosethattakespecific measurements, and
those that manage the flow of procedures and data.

SMS can use almost any reasonable analog-to-digital
converter system,but someare limited to a sampling rate
of 60 Hz per channel. In order to synchronize all other
events with the screen refresh rate (because the screen
is sometimesused to present stimuli), the time base for
schedulingevents is the screen vertical retrace interval.
Some analog hardware, such as the Tecmar Lab Master
board, has no separatememoryfor digitized data and no
DMA accessto the main systemmemory; suchhardware
can be sampledonly once per clock tick, although many
channelsmaybe scanned in sequence. Otheranalog hard
ware, suchas the DataTranslation 2801 board, has DMA
access, and therefore it can provide faster analog sam
ples, providedthat the sampling clockis derivedfromthe
vertical retrace signal to maintain synchronization. The
Modular Instruments M-100 series of analoginstrumen
tation has internalmemory for samples, and, witha simi
lar synchronizedclock, it too can store data from sam
pling faster than 60 Hz providing that the backlog of ac
cumulated data is read into the laboratory computer 60
timesper second. Eachanalog interface boardhas its own
interface routinewrittenas an overlayoccupying a maxi
mum of 2K of memory. When first loaded, one part of
the routine sets the sampling parameters(datarate, num
ber of channels, number of bits per sample, etc.) and
passes the address of the interrupt-handling routineback
to the calling program. Subsequently, the interrupt han
dler is called60 timesper secondto passdigitized analog
data back to a memoryarray. SMSsavesa 2-secbacklog
of this data in memory, andany measurement module can
request part or all of the backlog, isolatedfrom most of
the details of which kind of hardware provided the
samples.

In SMS, a measureis an overlayprocedurethatgener
ates a vector of related data items. In most cases, these
items are dimensions of a single task, such as manual
tracking (e.g., in keeping the image of an airplane over
the imageof a moving road, thedimensions are RMSdis
tance from the road center, time over the road, and peak
distance from the road center) or recall memory (the

dimensions are the numberof wordsrecalled without and
withcuingfromeachof four presentation categories, plus
control information, such as which categories were
presented and in what order the words were presented).
In a few cases, the dimensions are technically unrelated
itemsthatare simply convenient to collecttogether. Each
measure has a number of different tasks it can perform
on request from the calling program: it can simply de
fine its data dictionary, print a record of whichof its op
tions havebeenselected (such as thedifficulty of thetrack
ing task), collect raw data, or rescoredata (revisea scale
total after some of its items have been corrected in the
editing process).

Theprimary control overthe sequence of events in SMS
is providedby a set of mainmenuoverlays, so calledbe
cause they correspondto selections that the operatorcan
make fromthemainmenupresented when SMSis loaded.
Someof theseselections include Schedule, to describe the
timesand orders in whichmeasures are to be conducted;
Practice, to run measures outside of a schedule for test
or demonstration purposes without saving thedataondisk;
Run, to conductmeasures according to the schedule and
to build disk data files; Edit, to correct data or to enter
valuesnot knownat run time (suchas the resultsof drug
concentration assays); Display, to print and graph sum
mary data; and Merge, to combine data from different
subjects' files into a larger file suitable for uploading to
a VAX for statistical analysis.

Because the various functions are programmed as sepa
rate overlays, someaspectsof programdevelopment are
fairly efficient. Each compilation of a module involves
definitions shared among modules plus code peculiar to
that module,and there is no time-consuming linkingstep
to resolve references to other modules. If we accept the
usualunderstanding of the goal of programming, to pro
vide instructions to the computer, then this is a reason
ableaccomplishment. However, the front-end stage ofim
plementing an experiment is much wider than simply
instructing the computer. It also includes instructing the
staff who must conduct the experiment, and it is in this
area that SMS is not advanced over previous tools.

DOCUMENTATION AND TRAINING IN SMS

Earlier we lookedat somesample codeto ask a subject
to makeone oftive choices. The text of the question and
the number and contents of replies propagated through
several SMSprocedures. However, when SMS asks the
experimenter a question, the nature of the question and
the consequences of the answerspropagateonly through
the program module in whichthe questionis asked; they
do not propagate to any kindof documentation other than
the hard copy of the program source listing. After the
programmerwrites 100 lines of code to calibrateampli
fiers prior to recording EEG, then 100linesof documen
tationare needed to tell the operator(whois not expected
to understand computer languages) howto understand the
calibration procedure and what new questions are likely



to follow from certain previous answers. What is most
annoying about this process is that both the computerand
the programmer can understand the sequence and the con
sequences perfectlywell from the 100lines of code: why
should the programmer need to translate it back into
English?

Whatclearlyis needed is somewaytocapturedocumen
tation information as part of the processof writinga mea
surement module. I am currently aware of two possible
approaches to the outlined documentation problem.
Neither has been investigated in great depth, and so far
I can only speculate on how well they might work.

The first alternative is to adopt an object-oriented ap
proach, possibly usinga differentprogramming language.
There is an extensive series of articles about object
oriented languages in the August 1986 issue of BITE
(e.g., Pascoe, 1986;Tessler, 1986); I describethemonly
briefly here. Programmers are accustomed to languages
in which the verbs operate upon external objects; con
ceptually,we tell the computer's adder to combine2 with
2. In an object-oriented language, we insteadpass a com
mand to an object; conceptually, we tell 2 to add 2 to it
self. The benefitis that "add" can take on a meaning that
is peculiar to the object being addressed. It seems useful
to be able to tell a measurementmodule to document it
self, where the exact nature of the documentation would
depend on inner details of the module. Something along
these lines now happens, where SMS can instruct any
module to document its data. This concept might be ex
tended, so that SMScould instructa moduleto document
its operator interface and its flow of control. Although
this is possiblein Turbo Pascal, it mightwork muchbet
ter in a language where suchcommands are naturalrather
than simply possible.

The second alternative is to retainthe use of Turbo Pas
cal as only one of several compilers that would operate
on the sameprogramsource. Rightnow, the materialap
pearing in comments is simplyfor the informationof the
programmer; it has no other formal use unless the pro
grammercopies someof the text into an instructionman
ual. It should be possible, however, to write a program
that would inspect the source text to look for specific in
formationinsidewhat Pascalconsiderscommentsand to
use that information to buildtables, screens, or other items
used in the interactionbetweenthe computer and the ex
perimenter.These itemswouldthen be availablenot only
to the run-timecontrol systembut also to a run-timehelp
facility and an off-line documentation-production system.
A relatedfeature wouldcapture results screens, graphics
displays, and other examples of actual program execu
tionto disk, alsofor incorporation intoprinteddocuments.

Incorporationof these features might mean that SMS
wouldrequiremore storage,eithermainmemoryor disk,
thanit nowdoes. I worked in the laboratorywhere Creel
man's 4K computer ran many sophisticated, useful ex
periments, and the experienceconditionedme to be con
servative in my use of computer resources. Of course,
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there was no on-line help system and little user friendli
ness: the computer simply performed a laboratory task
in the onlywaypossible.That traditioninfluenced thede
velopment of SMS. Currently, SMSneedsless than 256K
for most procedures, and usually the run-time modules
for anyone experiment will fit onto one 360K diskette.
When SMS was first designed, larger memory comple
mentsandharddisksweremoreexpensive, and therewere
good economic reasons for limiting the requirements to
a minimal configuration. When prices began to decline,
I continued to reject suggestions to upgradethe hardware.
People with access to 640K of memoryor to a hard disk
are accustomed to running programslike Lotus 1-2-3,de
velopedby a team of full-time programmersover a year
or more. How could one programmer, myself, possibly
have the timeto fill that muchmemorywithanything use
ful? Larger computers simply would create unfulfillable
expectations aboutthe sophistication and user friendliness
of the software. It is only in the last few months that I
have realized that having the additionalresourceswould
saveme time, notbecauseI wastetime shoehorning mod
ules into small, fixed-size overlay areas (that is only a
minor problem) but becausea good, on-linehelp system
would actually reduce the work required to document
operating procedures.

"PROFESSIONAL" TOOLS:
A RECONSIDERATION

Advertisements in the popular computer magazines
often suggest that some compilers are "beginner's" or
"toy" products, but that the one being advertised is a
"professional" tool. The qualities attributed to the
, 'professional" tools are support for large memory
models, separate compilation of procedures (implying a
subsequent linkingstage), productionof optimizedcode,
and integrated debugging environments. To someextent,
these attributes are relevant to experiments in psychol
ogy. As my ambitions for SMSstart to includeintegrated
documentation and guidance, I can see the need to use
more memory to hold the programs. I am already using
separate compilation and can see its benefits. Optimized
code would reduce both the time and the space occupied
by programs, and better debugging toolsare alwayswel
come. However, mostof these featureswouldcontribute
to the program development stage of SMS that already
works reasonably well; supportof larger programs would
only indirectly aid in the documentation process. Even
the most "professional" Pascal compiler is still a third
generationtool, a procedurallanguage. What it produces
is compiledcode plus auxiliaryproducts (suchas symbol
tables and memory maps) to help users understand the
compiled code. In the commercial world, some tools
produce not only code but also data dictionaries, menus,
mapsof thepathsbetween menus, and similaraidsto using
the system. It is useful to think of these as systemsana
lysts' tools rather thanprogrammers' tools, becausethey
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directly address the wider environment within which the
programs must function. We psychologists need analo
gous tools.

In summary, I currently perceive SMS as a partial suc
cess. It is most successfulin collectingand managingdata.
It is successful in helping me write programs, but pro
grams are only one of the products that ought to be
produced from what I write. SMS is successful in help
ing the operators conduct experiments, but better and
more timely documentation would improve their effi
ciency. Since it is unlikely that a separate technical writer
will be added to our staff, it is important that the com
puter relieve me of some of the work involved in writing .

text. I see acquiring or building tools to accomplish that
as the next stage in the evolution of SMS.
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